Morphological and molecular motifs of fibrosing pulmonary injury patterns
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Abstract

Interstitial lung diseases encompass a large number of entities, which are characterised by a small number of partially overlapping fibrosing injury patterns, either alone or in combination. Thus, the presently applied morphological diagnostic criteria do not reliably discriminate different interstitial lung diseases. We therefore analysed critical regulatory pathways and signalling molecules involved in pulmonary remodelling with regard to their diagnostic suitability. Using laser-microdissection and microarray techniques, we examined the expression patterns of 45 tissue-remodelling associated target genes in remodelled and non-remodelled tissue samples from patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis/usual interstitial pneumonia (IPF/UIP), non-specific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP), organising pneumonia (OP) and alveolar fibroelastosis (AFE), as well as controls (81 patients in total). We found a shared usage of pivotal pathways in AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP, but also individual molecular traits, which set the fibrosing injury patterns apart from each other and correlate well with their specific morphological aspects. Comparison of the aberrant gene expression patterns demonstrated that (1) molecular profiling in fibrosing lung diseases is feasible, (2) pulmonary injury patterns can be discriminated with very high confidence on a molecular level (86–100% specificity) using individual gene subsets and (3) these findings can be adapted as suitable diagnostic adjuncts.
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Introduction

Interstitial lung disease (ILD; also referred to as diffuse parenchymal lung disease) is an umbrella term for a diverse and complex group of over 300 non-neoplastic pulmonary diseases [1,2]. The earliest description of ILD dates from the 19th century, when Ludwig von Buhl, a Munich-based pathologist, coined the phrase ‘chronic interstitial pneumonia’ in 1872 [3]. For the next century, there was little progress in understanding and classifying ILD, until – in the late 1960s – Carrington and Liebow started categorising different ILDs on the basis of their histopathological presentation [4–7].

Currently, ILD includes – among others – entities with lung involvement by primarily extra pulmonary (e.g. autoimmune disorders as rheumatoid arthritis) or granulomatous diseases (e.g. sarcoidosis) [8–11], as well as the group of idiopathic interstitial pneumonias (IIP) with no recognisable underlying cause [1]. Although the exact cause of most ILD is not known, current studies have linked both genetic and
environmental factors to their genesis, particularly in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) [12,13]. However, the exact mechanisms promoting pulmonary remodelling are still incompletely understood. All ILDs are defined and should be diagnosed by a synoptic, interdisciplinary evaluation of clinical, radiological and morphological criteria [14]. Unfortunately, from a diagnostic point of view, lung injury patterns are per se not pathognomonic for any given entity [15]. There are a number of reasons for the limited specificity of conventional morphology in ILD diagnosis, especially in transbronchial biopsies (TBB): (1) a restricted number of injury patterns accounts for a large number of clinical entities, whose features (2) show significant overlap and (3) a heterogeneous distribution, often with a peripheral accentuation in the lung parenchyma. Thus, even with a multidisciplinary approach, surgical lung biopsies would often be warranted for the correct diagnosis, but are rarely performed due to their high complication rates [16–19].

Because specific treatment options have recently become available for some ILD, the correct pattern identification and integrated diagnoses have become more important [12,19–21]. A better understanding of the molecular pathogenesis and evolution of the lung’s response to injury might reveal new diagnostic criteria for a better separation of injury patterns among ILD, especially usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP), non-specific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP), organising pneumonia (OP) and alveolar fibroelastosis (AFE) (Figure 1) [22] as well as help define new therapeutic targets.

The UIP pattern is rather specific – but not pathognomonic – for the most important entity of IIP, so-called IPF. IPF is defined as ‘a specific form of chronic, progressive, fibrosing interstitial pneumonia of unknown cause’ with a 5-year survival rate of only about 30% [23]. The morphological hallmark of the UIP pattern is spatially and temporally heterogeneous interstitial fibrosis driven by so-called fibroblastic foci, with secondary honeycomb changes, resulting in massive architectural distortion. Antifibrotic pharmaceuticals, for example, nintedanib and pirfenidone have recently become available for IPF and show promising initial results in slowing disease progression and prolonging patient survival [12]. In this context, first studies have been put forward that use machine learning classifiers to distinguish UIP from other forms of ILD, so far with moderate to good accuracy based on transcriptomics data from pooled lung biopsy samples [24,25].

The NSIP pattern can occur in its pure form as an idiopathic clinical entity, but often manifests as a secondary pulmonary reaction pattern [26–28]. Unlike IPF, NSIP shows homogeneous and mild interstitial fibrosis, which may be accompanied by chronic interstitial inflammation. Patients afflicted do not harbour the marked architectural disturbance seen in UIP and show a significantly less aggressive clinical course [29].

Another, frequently observed, reaction to injury pattern is OP, which, again, can occur as an idiopathic variant or as the sequela of trauma, infection or toxic lung damage [30–32]. OP is a focal lesion and the sites of remodelling are the small airways, with continuous granulation tissue plugs, protruding into bronchioli and alveoli. The impairment of pulmonary architecture and function is usually only mild [32].

Another, recently defined, injury pattern is AFE, also referred to as pleuroparenchymal fibroelastosis in some clinical settings [22,33,34]. Again, AFE can manifest idiopathically, or in the context of other pulmonary injuries. Histologically, fully developed AFE shows fibrotic remodelling featuring intra-alveolar collagenous obliteration with inconspicuous inflammation and a dominant elastosis in the adjacent, former alveolar walls. Patient survival is stage-dependent, as progression tends to be relentless and, aside from lung transplantation, there is no effective treatment available [22].

All these morphological patterns are the sequellae of a disturbed response to injury and share an abnormal interaction between the epithelium and the underlying mesenchyme, resulting in aberrant activation of myofibroblasts as a common feature [22,32,35].

From a purely functional point of view, we and others have demonstrated complex dysregulation of a large number of mediators in ILD, governing functional areas such as fibrin digestion, macrophage and (myo)fibroblast recruitment, vascular remodelling and epithelial–mesenchymal transition [22,36]. Of these, deregulation of fibrosis-associated genes involving the pivotal TGF-β cascade, such as TGF-β receptors, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and ECM remodelling enzymes such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) or lysyl oxidase (LOX), is one of the joint molecular hallmarks [22,32]. In addition, modulators of regulatory T-cells, like forkhead-box-protein-3 (FOXP3), thrombocyte regulating thrombospondin (THBS1) or inflammatory associated cytokines such as CCL5, were found to be specifically regulated in ILD [22,32,37].

The aims of the current study were (1) to identify gene expression profiles and molecular motifs specific for different injury patterns, (2) to elucidate the contribution of disparate differentiation pathways in development and the extent of fibrotic remodelling and
(3) to analyse the discriminatory power of gene analysis for conventional diagnostics. For this purpose, we performed compartment-specific analyses of distinct injury patterns in well-defined ILD cases.

Materials and methods

Specimens and study groups

All lung explants sampled during allogeneic lung transplantation at Hannover Medical School (ca. 120–140 procedures annually as of 2018), were evaluated for the present study. As lung specimens can show a variety of histological changes as sequelae of trauma, inflammation and infection, we extensively sampled the selected, well fixed lungs to make sure of characteristic and uniform forms of pulmonary injury patterns – or lack thereof – in the individual patient groups (see below). Of the cases available we included 81 patients/donors in the present study, of which we analysed a total of ~300 compartment-specific samples (see below).

A total of 20 lungs were explanted because of IPF with UIP pattern histology (4 females, age at transplantation: 59.4 years (arithmetic mean [AM], SD 8.9). A total of 15 patients had undergone transplantation due to idiopathic lung disease with a dominant fibrosing NSIP pattern (11 females, age at transplantation: 46.7 years [AM, SD 15.4]), 14 were diagnosed with AFE (age at transplantation 48.1 years [AM, SD 17.4, 12 females]). In addition to the explants, we selected 15 lung resection specimens from patients with pronounced OP (8 females, age at sampling: 48.2 years [AM, SD 16.6]). Here, underlying diseases that led to diagnostic resection included cystic fibrosis, bronchiectasis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and non-specific reaction after surgical trauma as well as cryptogenic OP (COP). All the specimens were inflated with formalin and fixed overnight before being sampled and embedded in paraffin (formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded [FFPE]) [37]. In all groups,

Figure 1. Histological patterns of fibrosing pulmonary injury patterns. (A) AFE (Van Gieson’s stain) is characterised by prominent elastosis (black) of the remnant alveolar walls, while the former alveoli are filled up with collagen (red). Note the interspersed fibroblasts and macrophages embedded in the ECM (original magnification ×200). (B) NSIP (H&E stain), characterised by a diffuse, temporally homogeneous and chronic interstitial inflammation with scant fibrotic broadening of the alveolar walls (original magnification ×100). (C) OP (H&E stain) with intra-alveolar proliferation of anastomosing mesenchymal plugs, rich in (myo)fibroblasts protruding into the alveoli (original magnification ×200). (D) UIP (H&E stain), with marked distortion of the pulmonary architecture: note the discontinuous, patchy and temporally heterogeneous interstitial fibrosis with prominent fibroblastic foci (insert), consisting of activated myofibroblasts aligned in parallel (original magnification ×20/×200).
we selected cases on the basis of representative histomorphology, as well as consistency. As a reference, we selected another 17 samples originating from morphologically inconspicuous downsizing tissue of allografts, which were sampled prior to implantation [37].

The FFPE samples were retrieved from the archives of the Institute of Pathology of Hannover Medical School and handled anonymously, following the requirements of the local ethics committee (Ethics Committee vote no. 3381-2016).

**Immunohistochemistry**

Serial slides were immunohistochemically stained for different cell surface markers to enable leukocyte sub differentiation, as well as Ki-67 and smooth muscle actin (SMA) for fibroblast proliferation, following a standard ABC protocol (antibodies listed in Tables 1 and 2) [38]. The staining results observed in different compartments and histological patterns were scored semi-quantitatively in at least three locations of the lungs, ranging from no apparent reaction (score 0), positivity in less than 30% (score 1), positivity in 30% and more/less than 60% (score 2) and positivity in 60% of cells or more (score 3) [37]. In AFE specimens, we scored the stroma of the fibroelastic remodelled parenchyma. In UIP specimens, we separately scored fibroelastic foci, the epithelium directly adjacent to them as well as the scarred interstitium. In NSIP, we scored the alveolar epithelium and the interstitium, in OP the stroma of the mesenchymal plugs as well as the epithelium of the adjacent alveoli. The inflammatory cells in AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP were quantitated by counting the number of positively marked cells per high-power field (HPF; positivity for CD3, CD20, CD68 and mast-cell tryptase; 15 HPF per specimen). Pairwise comparisons between groups were performed using Student’s t-test.

For negative controls, the primary antibody was replaced by BSA [37,38].

**Immunofluorescence double-staining**

To assess the rate of proliferating (myo)fibroblastic cells in different compartments of ILD entities, we performed immunofluorescence double-staining for Ki-67 and SMA, essentially as previously described [39].

**TUNEL assay**

To analyse the rate and role of apoptosis in the remodelling process in ILD, we estimated the content of fragmented DNA in different compartments of ILD entities, using an apoptosis detection kit (ApopTag plus peroxidase in situ apoptosis detection kit, Millipore, Temecula, CA, USA), following the manufacturer’s protocol [38]. Pairwise comparisons between groups were performed using Student’s t-test.

### Table 1. Immunohistochemical quantification of inflammatory cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Measured parameter</th>
<th>Detection system</th>
<th>Positive cells per HPF (AM ± SD)</th>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>DAB Zytomed HRP kit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Dilution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>CD3 Dako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>CD20 Dako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>CD68 Dako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Zytomed</td>
<td>FOX3 Zytomed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leica</td>
<td>Mast cell tryptase*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIP</td>
<td>Peribronchial</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>66.4 ± 17.3***</td>
<td>82.3 ± 25.7***</td>
<td>12.4 ± 4.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fibroblastic foci</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>2.3 ± 2.8</td>
<td>1.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>13.3 ± 4.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remodelled interstitium</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>12.0 ± 6.2***</td>
<td>10.9 ± 4.2***</td>
<td>57.3 ± 10.8***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSIP</td>
<td>Peribronchial</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>54.5 ± 12.7***</td>
<td>54.5 ± 12.7***</td>
<td>9.3 ± 2.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remodelled interstitium</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>11.0 ± 3.9***</td>
<td>5.3 ± 3.0**</td>
<td>11.7 ± 4.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Peribronchial</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>62.4 ± 21.7***</td>
<td>77.1 ± 10.1***</td>
<td>10.8 ± 3.4***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP lesion</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>1.9 ± 3.4</td>
<td>4.1 ± 5.2</td>
<td>12.6 ± 5.1***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE</td>
<td>Peribronchial</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>99.6 ± 16.5***</td>
<td>118.4 ± 8.2***</td>
<td>37.1 ± 6.4***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFE lesion</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>40.8 ± 12.6***</td>
<td>50.3 ± 17***</td>
<td>42.3 ± 19.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Peribronchial</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>14.9 ± 7.0</td>
<td>24.5 ± 9.0</td>
<td>4.5 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interstitium</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>3.9 ± 2.1</td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>4.1 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Student’s t-test of absolute cell counts was performed on all diseased tissues against the respective control tissue (‘AFE lesion’, ‘OP lesion’ and ‘fibroelastic foci’ were compared against the interstitium of controls). Further pairwise comparisons are included in supplementary material, Figure S1.

*p < 0.05; significant difference against control.

**p < 0.01; significant difference against control.

***p < 0.001; significant difference against control.
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Compartment-specific analysis of ILD entities

As the aim of the present study was to identify discrete gene expression profiles and molecular motifs in the respective (sub)compartments of fibrosing ILD, we used laser-assisted micro-dissection to generate expression profiles from the different pathologically affected lung compartments. The micro-dissected compartments encompassed ECM, (myo)fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, small pre- and post-capillary vessels, capillaries, remnant epithelium and infiltrating leukocytes at different ratios. The morphologically naïve controls consisted of the regular alveolar septae composed of the alveolar epithelium, interstitium, capillaries, small bronchioli and pre- and post-capillary vessels.

Laser-assisted micro-dissection and RNA extraction

FFPE 5 μm thick tissue sections were mounted on a poly-t-lysine-coated membrane attached to a metal frame. After routine deparaffinisation and haemalum staining, the CellCut Plus System (MMI Molecular Machines & Industries AG, Eching, Germany) was used for laser-assisted micro-dissection of target compartments: we isolated sections of lung parenchyma that showed characteristic changes of AFE, NSIP, OP and AFE (excluding large vessels and airways), respectively, using a no-touch technique, essentially as described [37]. In the explanted lungs, the respective compartments were sampled from at least four different locations in both lungs [37]. In wedge biopsies, we also sampled the micro-dissected material from four different areas within the specimens. The micro-dissected samples were morphologically chosen to adequately reflect the average degree of cellularity/inflammation and fibrosis in that subgroup [37]. In the UIP group, we also collected small bronchi with the adjacent stroma and areas of lung parenchyma that showed no delimitable interstitial fibrosis.

In the reference specimens, we harvested non remodelled lung parenchyma – including small pre-/post-capillary vessels and small airways/bronchioles (<0.1 mm in diameter) – but excluding larger arterial and venous vessels and bronchi.

Approximately 8500 cells were collected from serial sections from each compartment in every group. The micro-dissected tissue was subsequently suspended in a proteinase K digestion buffer by placing the buffer directly in the adhesive cap. After overnight digestion, RNA was isolated using phenol-chloroform extraction and precipitation following our established procedure [37].

cDNA synthesis

Complementary DNA of each sample was generated from 1 μg of RNA using the High Capacity cDNA
Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and following the manufacturer’s protocol [37,40].

Low-density arrays
Fifty-five target genes as well as three reference genes were selected for our custom-made TaqMan Low-Density Array (LDA); genes were included on the basis of our previous and refined analyses of non-neoplastic remodelling in human lungs and incorporate biomarkers of inflammation, (myo)fibroblast activation, ECM deposition and modification, and so on. (LDA: Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA; genes and abbreviations are listed in supplementary material, Table S1 in alphabetical order) [22,40,41]. An amplicon size below 100 bp was one of the criteria for target genes, enabling reliable gene expression analysis by LDA in FFPE samples, essentially as described [41]. The primer sets were spotted eight-fold (8 × 48) into a 384-well plate, thus allowing the synchronous analysis of eight samples per PCR run. The TaqMan LDAs were performed as single runs on a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR system and recorded by the 7900HT SDS 2.3 software (Applied Biosystems). For negative controls, cDNA was replaced by water [37,40].

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in the computational language R [42]. To generally assess the relative expression of the selected target genes in the different groups and compartments, $C_T$ values were calculated by normalisation to the mean expression of three endogenous control genes (GAPDH, GUSB, POLR2A) and converted into $2^{-\Delta C_T}$ values. Prior to normalisation, missing values were imputed with the maximum of all observed $C_T$ values rounded up to the next whole-number, that is, 45. Subsequently, we identified significant differences in gene expression between groups via the Mann–Whitney $U$ test (for pairwise comparisons) and the Kruskal–Wallis test (for multiple group comparisons) followed by calculation of false discovery rates (FDRs). We considered FDRs significant according to the following levels of confidence: FDR < 0.05 (*), FDR < 0.01 (**) and FDR < 0.001 (***) when calculated on the (log$_2$-)transformed expression data. Because of the lack of standardised reference values for the measured genes, the median of each gene in the control group was used as a level for defining ‘high’ levels of the respective variable.

Classification of entities via gene expression
In order to predict different ILD entities based on the expression of our target genes, we trained models for the discrimination of (1) all occurring entities (healthy, AFE, NSIP, OP, UIP), (2) healthy from diseased entities, (3) AFE from other diseased entities as well as (4) the discrimination of NSIP, OP and UIP from each other. For modelling purposes, we randomly split the samples into training and blinded test sets (30 and 70% of samples, respectively). The training sets were then used as input for various machine learning algorithms (R package caret [43] version 6.0-81; algorithms used: lda, rf, mlpML, mnet, multinom, svmLinear and svmRadial). Tuning parameters and intervals were left at default settings. Leave-one-out cross validation was used for resampling and estimating the preliminary model performance. The resulting models were subsequently ranked based on the performance against their test set. For each possible number of genes that can be used for classification, the most suitable gene subset was identified using an exact leaps and bounds algorithm aimed at optimising the Tau-squared coefficient (R package subselect [44]) or using the random forest importance metric in case of random forest models. Gene subset selection was limited to significantly regulated genes. Also, genes with highly correlated expression were removed in a stepwise manner prior to subset selection (correlation ≥0.9).

Functional analysis
In order to complement our molecular data with predictions on the activation/inhibition of specific physiological functions, data were analysed via a comparison analysis of biological functions from the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis tool (IPA, Qiagen Inc., Venlo, Netherlands) [45]. As input, we used the gene expression data from each sample relative to the respective median gene expression in the controls as separate observations. The function activity prediction of IPA was executed with the default settings, thus using information from both in vivo and in vitro experiments. The resulting z-scores give a quantitative estimate of how biological functions are effectively regulated by the observed differences in gene expression. Biological pathways linked to fibrosis were then selected and significant differences in the regulation of these functions estimated via pairwise Mann–Whitney $U$ tests and Kruskal–Wallis tests (for multi-group comparison of AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP only). Here, we considered $P$ values significant according to the following levels of confidence: $p < 0.05$ (*), $p < 0.01$ (**) and $p < 0.001$ (***)..
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Results

Immunohistochemical characterisation of AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP

The immunohistochemical characterisation of the inflammatory and myofibroblastic cells is summarised in Tables 1 and 2, with additional details in supplementary material, Figure S1. Focusing on the remodelled interstitium in UIP and NSIP, the fibroblastic foci of UIP as well as the intra-alveolar lesions in OP and AFE, two inflammatory reaction patterns can be discriminated: on the one hand OP and fibroblastic foci as low-grade inflammatory lesions and on the other hand AFE and the remodelled interstitium in NSIP and UIP as inflammatory rich lesions. Among the densely inflamed lesions AFE stands out, as the absolute numbers of T-cells, B-cells and macrophages – with the exception of the remodelled interstitium in UIP – are significantly higher than in all other lesions/compartments, not only within the remodelled but also the peribronchial areas. However, it has to be taken into account that we analysed not yet fully evolved end-stage AFE lesions with (still) ongoing inflammation; sampling fully developed end-stage lesions would show a lower inflammatory reaction. The remodelled interstitial areas in UIP and NSIP showed comparable levels of T-cells, but UIP revealed significantly higher infiltrates of B-cells and especially macrophages and significantly fewer regulatory T-cells than NSIP.

In all lesions, with the exception of AFE, macrophages made up the predominant component of the inflammatory infiltrate. In contrast to T- and B-cells, the majority of the macrophage population resided not in the peribronchial areas but within the fibrotic lesions themselves. In addition, macrophages accumulated in (remnant) alveoli in AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP specimens, as well as in the peribronchial areas.

CD3+ T-cells were found to be concentrated mainly in circumscribed peribronchial aggregates in AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP and the remodelled areas of AFE, less frequently in the remodelled interstitium of UIP and NSIP and only sparsely in OP and fibroblastic foci. The majority of FOXP3+ regulatory T-cells were located peribronchially in all entities – albeit in far lesser quantities when compared to other leukocyte types. Only AFE and NSIP showed significant levels of regulatory T-cells intra-lesionally.

In specimens from AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP, CD20+ B-cells were located mainly in the (remnant) peribronchial-associated lymphoid tissue. In the remodelled compartments of UIP, NSIP and OP comparably low levels could be shown; here, only AFE revealed significant numbers of B-cells.

Mast cell tryptase+ (MCT+) mast cells were quite scarce and evenly dispersed overall in the remodelled/scared interstitium with slightly higher values in UIP and NSIP.

As expected, Ki-67 and SMA double staining of UIP specimens (Table 2) demonstrated a prominent proliferation of SMA-positive myofibroblasts in the fibroblastic foci and moderate proliferation of myofibroblasts in the remodelled interstitium. In NSIP, double staining showed modest positivity in the mildly remodelled interstitium, whereas in OP patients pronounced proliferation of myofibroblasts was found in the intra-alveolar mesenchymal plugs that are characteristic of this injury pattern. In AFE lesions, the proliferation of myofibroblasts was limited to the former alveolar walls, but was not found in the former alveolar spaces. Ki-67 positivity in the alveoli adjacent to AFE lesions was mainly due to proliferation of macrophages.

Assessment of cell apoptosis

According to TUNEL assays (Table 2), there were only infrequent apoptotic mesenchymal cells in the scarred interstitium and peribronchially in UIP lungs. Similarly, only few apoptotic mesenchymal cells were found in the interstitium of NSIP and in the intra-alveolar mesenchymal plugs of OP specimens. In AFE lesions apoptosis was found to be significantly higher (12-fold) compared to controls.

Fibrosis-related gene expression analysis in ILD

Comparison of gene expression profiles among UIP, NSIP, OP and AFE

The expression of 45 remodelling-related candidate genes was analysed in patients with AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP. As illustrated in Figure 2, the expression of four out of all analysed genes was higher in all ILD entities as compared to controls. Remarkably, all entities shared a significantly higher expression of collagen 3 (COL3A1), matrix metalloproteinases 2 and 14 (MMP2 and MMP14) and stromal cell derived factor 1 α (CXCL12).

The control specimens we selected as references showed significantly stronger expression of BMP 2 (BMP2), endothelin 1 (EDN1), IL-6 (IL6) and protein tyrosine kinase 2 (PTK2) when compared to the ILD groups.
Figure 2. Significantly regulated genes in fibrosing pulmonary injury patterns as compared to controls. Significant up- or down-regulation of genes compared to healthy controls is indicated by arrows (Mann-Whitney U test, FDR < 0.05). The mid-section shows genes that are significantly regulated in all examined entities. For each intersection area, the arrows indicating a significant regulation correspond to the entities of that intersection in left-to-right orientation, that is, NSIP > OP > UIP > AFE.

Entity-specific gene expression patterns in ILD

Generally speaking, ILDs share strong similarities but also exhibit marked differences in regard to gene expression profiles (Figure 2). In comparison to controls and to one another, NSIP is characterised by down-regulation of PLOD2 while BMP1, COL1A2, MMP11 and TGFBR3 are only up-regulated in AFE, OP and UIP. The latter is characterised by up-regulation of BMP7 and down-regulation of SERPINE1, TGFBR2 and THBS while, in contrast to other ILDs, the genes BMPR1B and COL4A1 are not significantly regulated. AFE is characterised by up-regulation of CXCR4, TGFBR2 and TIMP2 while CCL5, SMAD4 and SMAD5 are only regulated in NSIP, OP and UIP. OP samples showed no exclusive gene regulation. However, the gene CXCL8 is significantly down-regulated in all ILDs except OP.

Entity-specific gene expression patterns in ILDs relative to each other

When the gene expression levels of the ILDs shown above are scaled towards one another the relative differences of the gene expression profiles are enhanced. In this context, up- or down-regulation always compares to the mean of all ILD samples. Overall, it can be seen that ILDs are characterised by specific gene expression patterns (Figure 3). For convenience these patterns are emphasised using colour coding in the background of the respective histograms. The genes forming these patterns can be subdivided into four groups dependent on the pattern-forming characteristics. The first group consists of MMP13, BMP7 and BMPR1B. In AFE, NSIP and OP these genes are down-regulated, with the exception of BMPR1B in AFE, which is not regulated here and MMP13 in OP which is up-regulated. In contrast this group of genes is up-regulated in UIP and BMPR1B especially is a defining factor for the identification of UIP.

The next group is IL4, PLAUR, COL3A1, CXCL8, MMP2, LOX, MMP14, COL1A2 and PLOD2; these genes were found to be slightly up-regulated in AFE and strongly up-regulated in OP, but down-regulated in NSIP and UIP.

The third group consists of TGFBR1, TGFBR3, TIMP2, IL6, MMP11, CCL5, CXCL12 and CXCR4. This group of genes is strongly up-regulated in AFE, while mostly down-regulated in NSIP, OP and UIP.

The last group of genes consists of COL4A1, TIMP1, SERPINE1 and THBS1. They are all up-regulated in AFE and even more in OP with the exception of COL4A1. In NSIP only COL4A1 is up-regulated and in UIP all genes in this group are strongly down-regulated.

Gene expression analysis in remodelled and non-remodelled areas in UIP lungs

Subsequently, we compared the gene expression motifs between two different compartments from lungs with a prominent UIP pattern to control samples: first, areas of alveolar parenchyma without apparent morphological changes and second, areas with prominent fibroblastic foci and interstitial fibrosis.

Remodelled and non-remodelled areas shared significant up-regulation of COL1A2, COL3A1, MMP2 and MMP14 when compared to controls (see supplementary material, Table S2). Also, significantly differentially regulated compared to controls, that is, down-regulated in remodelled and up-regulated in non-remodelled areas, are the genes BMP2, CCL5, CXCL8, SERPINE1 and THBS1. The non-remodelled areas showed prominent mRNA up-regulation of COL4A1, IL17A, LOX, TGFBI, TGFB2, TIMP1 and TIMP2.

The remodelled areas displayed a significant increase of mRNA expression of BMP1, BMP7, CXCL12, MMP11 and TGFBR3 whereas expression of EDN1, IL6, PLAUR, PTK2, SMAD4, SMAD5 and TGFBR2 was decreased.
Discrimination analysis of ILD entities by molecular markers

In order to discriminate ILD entities from healthy samples and each other based on molecular motifs, we created a set of binary classifiers using the gene expression data presented above following a ‘divide-and-conquer’-like approach (see supplementary material, Figures S2–S4 and Appendix S1). This modelling strategy was devised since the best performing model

Figure 3. Relative expression profiles of genes significantly regulated between fibrosing pulmonary injury patterns. When comparing the pulmonary injury patterns addressed in this manuscript directly, 24 out of 45 examined genes are significantly regulated (Kruskal–Wallis test, FDR < 0.05). Differences between AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP are emphasised via gene-wise centring and scaling of expression values (a scaled expression value of zero represents the mean of all four groups). Coloured backgrounds highlight the observed expression patterns and serve no analytical purpose. Darkened bars point out genes that have been used in the creation of the most accurate predictive model for a given entity.
for multiclass classification of all healthy and diseased samples yielded only about 65% precision against a randomly chosen, common test set of 55 samples (see supplementary material, Table S3) using the expression data of 8 genes. The binary classifiers in turn yield individual precision values ranging from 75 up to 100% (see supplementary material, Table S3). Our modelling approach uses the five best performing binary classifiers in a decision tree that subsequently aims to discriminate (1) healthy from diseased samples, (2) AFE from other disease entities and, lastly, (3) NSIP, OP and UIP from each other. This allows for the optimisation of overall precision and especially class-wise specificity since unambiguous and contradictory predictions can be rejected (‘unclassifiable samples’). Following this strategy, 43 out of 55 samples from the common test set can be classified with a final precision of 95% (Table 3 and see supplementary material, Table S3).

Gene function interactions in ILD entities

In order to analyse the biological functions underlying the ILD entities we used the IPA tool to calculate activation z-scores for these functions from our gene expression data (Figure 4). Each sample was treated as an individual observation and scores were computed relative to healthy controls (equivalent to a z-score of zero). With regard to functions that are presumed to be involved in fibrotic remodelling we found the following biological functions and pathways: ‘migration of mononuclear and endothelial precursor cells’, ‘cellular adhesion’, ‘general cellular proliferation and mesenchymal precursor proliferation’, ‘inflammation’, aberrant angiogenesis’ and ‘pulmonary development’.

In general, all four ILD entities feature up-regulation of ‘pulmonary development’ and ‘aberrant angiogenesis’. In AFE samples, activation of ‘mononuclear cell migration’ and ‘aberrant angiogenesis’ is predicted whereas ‘mesenchymal precursor proliferation’ is decreased. OP is characterised by activated ‘cellular adhesion’, ‘aberrant angiogenesis’, ‘mesenchymal precursor proliferation’ and ‘mitosis’. Remodelled areas in UIP featured an increase in ‘endothelial precursor migration’ and ‘mesenchymal precursor proliferation’ as well as a decrease in ‘mononuclear cell migration’ and ‘inflammation’. In contrast, activation scores of functions from non-remodelled parenchyma in patients with UIP were drastically different from other ILDs. Here, ‘cellular adhesion’ and ‘mononuclear cell migration’ were strongly activated, whereas ‘endothelial cell migration’ and ‘aberrant angiogenesis’ were decreased. NSIP samples involved only moderate up-regulation

Table 3. Classification results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>True class</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>AFE</th>
<th>NSIP</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>UIP</th>
<th>Unclassifiable samples</th>
<th>Class-wise specificity (%)</th>
<th>Class-wise sensitivity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88 (78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSIP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 (55)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86 (70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100 (79)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predictions made by the decision tree of binary models using a test set of 55 samples. Class-wise sensitivity values in parentheses take unclassifiable samples into account as false negative predictions. The overall precision for classifiable samples is 95%.
of ‘endothelial precursor migration’ and moderate down-regulation of ‘mononuclear cell migration’, ‘Mesenchymal precursor proliferation’ and ‘cellular adhesion’ mostly clustered around the baseline.

Discussion

Although the first effective medical treatments for IPF have recently been introduced, the current state of affairs is still sobering [46–48]: ILDs remain a very complex group of diseases, with serious diagnostic challenges [24,49]. Further progress regarding the development and use of specific therapies hinges on accurate diagnoses and separation of clinical entities [22]. This is considerably hampered by the overlap of morphological patterns – in histopathology and radiology alike, the heterogeneous spatial and chronological distribution of morphological changes, as well as the interobserver variability of morphological assessment [50,51]. As many cases cannot be satisfyingly classified even by application of a multidisciplinary approach using the currently established criteria, new diagnostic approaches are needed.

To address the heterogeneous nature of remodelling in ILD, we previously started to combine morphological and molecular studies of different injury patterns to identify disease-specific molecular motifs [22,40,52]. Thereby, we showed that (1) molecular subtyping of specific pulmonary injury patterns seen in the context of lung and stem cell transplantation can be reliably performed, (2) stepwise development of injury corresponds to predictable and compartment-specific changes of the pulmonary microenvironment and (3) morphologically identical injury patterns seen in different clinical settings, such as AFE or oblitative airway remodelling (OAR), also correspond on the molecular level: ‘AFE is AFE and OAR is OAR’ and (4) morphologically inconspicuous tissue samples from areas adjacent to aforementioned lesions already show characteristic molecular alterations [22,32,37,40].

The goals of this paper were to (1) identify discrete gene expression profiles and molecular motifs in ILD, (2) amalgamate conventional morphology, gene expression and cellular functions and (3) use gene expression motifs in a diagnostic perspective to discriminate among different prevalent and relevant pulmonary injury patterns and disease entities.

The current American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society (ATS/ERS) guidelines for the diagnosis of ILD [15] – and IPF in particular – have put a strong emphasis on high resolution computed tomography (HRCT) findings in the corresponding clinical context. This is understandable, as the most characteristic features of UIP, such as fibroblastic foci and architectural distortion, are usually not accessible by TBB due to their heterogeneous distribution and/or peripheral localisation. Moreover, the rather high complication rates with mortality in elective surgical biopsies of ILD patients ranging between 1.7 and 3.9%, and up to 16% in non-elective procedures [53], discourage their use if the patient’s CT findings are ‘probable’ or ‘indeterminate’ regarding an UIP pattern.

Therefore, using molecular methods to gain additional information even from TBB without specific morphological changes would significantly enhance their diagnostic value. In this context, we have previously shown that (1) scoring gene expression levels of the TGF-β axis in biopsies from lung transplanted patients allows for reliable detection and separation of patients with specific sub-forms of (2) airway fibrosis/allograft dysfunction and, of note, (3) is also predictive for outcome/prognosis (Risk Assessment of Chronic Lung Allograft Dysfunction (CLAD) [RACA] score) [22,37,40]. Most importantly, we showed that even morphologically inconspicuous lung parenchyma, adjacent to different foci of fibrosis and inflammation, already bears characteristic ‘molecular lesions’ [37,40,52]. As a variety of pulmonary injury patterns arise in transplanted and non-transplanted patients alike, morphology in conjunction with molecular motifs may well also form a diagnostic adjunct for the correct classification of ILD.

To this end, we analysed compartment-specific expression patterns of remodelling-associated genes to identify the most relevant molecular changes and thereby predict the biological functions underlying the respective ILD entities [40] using the established IPA tool. Aberrant regulations were also interpreted in the context of the degree of histological and immunohistochemical remodelling (Figure 5).

Not surprisingly, we found a certain level of molecular similarity among these entities, mainly regarding genes regulating fibrogenesis: AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP share up-regulation of CXCL12 [54], which recruits CXCR4 positive fibrocyte progenitors and T-cells [55], classical fibrosis associated collagen 3A1 and matrix remodelling MMP2 and 14 – which are in principle responsible for ECM degradation and clearance of fibrosis [56,57]. This is supported by immunohistochemistry, which shows an overall increase in inflammation (Table 1).

The least fibrotic remodelling is seen in OP with only focal epithelial injury and a subsequent
granulation tissue-like remodelling of the terminal air ducts and alveoli. On a functional level, predicted by IPA, OP lesions themselves are characterised by pronounced myofibroblast activation and the alveolar parenchyma adjacent to these by inflammatory processes (Table 1). Concurrently, no decrease in inflammation is predicted in contrast to other ILDs (Figure 4), while expression of IL-4 is consistently increased (Figure 3). Regarding fibrogenesis, OP shares similarities with AFE and UIP which is indicative of fibrotic consolidation based on the expression TGF-β-dependent cascades via TGFβ3 together with collagens 1A2, 3A1, but in the absence of expression of TIMP2 (Figure 2). Although our OP lung specimens came from patients with quite different underlying diseases and conditions – bearing in mind that OP represents about the most unspecific pulmonary reaction to injury – and were resected rather than followed up, it appears plausible that the usually dramatic response of OP to anti-inflammatory treatment can be explained to some extent by this dominant inflammatory microenvironment [58].

NSIP also shows only a rather limited degree of remodelling with a mild, homogeneous widening of the interstitial compartment by a limited proliferation of fibroblasts with matrix deposition as well as capillary remodelling. On a cellular level NSIP is dominated by CD3+/FOXP3+ regulatory T-cells. Regarding molecular signals of fibrogenesis, NSIP shows a gene expression pattern common to other injury patterns examined, except aberrant expression of basal membrane collagen 4A1, which is similar to AFE but differs from OP and UIP (Figure 2).

Generally speaking, AFE presents a severe impairment of the pulmonary architecture. Here, airspaces are rendered non-functional by an initial influx of monocyte-derived macrophages and subsequent fibrotic obliteration by myofibroblasts producing collagens 1A2, 3A1 and 4A1. Concurrently, epithelia undergo apoptosis and the former alveolar wall is remodelled by a deposition of elastic fibres [22,33]. Overall, molecular signals in AFE (Figure 2) indicate a rather early and florid fibrotic microenvironment which is functionally predicted to be dominated by infiltration, but not proliferation, of fibroblasts and their precursors (Figure 4), with a distinctive up-regulation of CXCR4, the complementary receptor to the universally up-regulated CXCL12 [59]. This molecular phenotype (1) is consistent with the fact that our not (yet) fully end-stage AFE lesion showed interspersed inflammatory cells and (2) leads to mononuclear cell migration/recruitment [60,61] reflected by the interstitial and intra-lesional inflammatory and fibrocyte infiltrate, setting AFE apart from NSIP, OP and UIP specimens. Additionally, AFE is characterised by a pronounced expression of members of the TGF-beta signalling family, as well as remodelling associated Inhibitors (TIMP1 and 2) of MMPs in addition to collagens 1A2, 3A1 and 4A1, indicating active fibrotic remodelling.

The most severe distortion of the pulmonary architecture occurs in UIP. Here, a heterogeneous pattern of intermixed obliterated and patent airspaces predominates, the latter featuring a multifocal bronchiolar metaplasia of the epithelia [62]. The interstitium reveals a massive proliferation of myofibroblasts with prominent matrix deposition, partially organised in circumscribed groups, referred to as fibroblastic foci; adjacent to these, aberrant (neo) angiogenesis is a characteristic finding (Figure 4). Functionally, UIP is mainly characterised by a proliferation of mesenchymal and endothelial precursor cells, as well as endothelial precursor migration, a function involved in sprouting angiogenesis, despite the average down-regulation of angiogenetic factors like CXCL8. However, both pro and anti-angiogenetic factors are known to be expressed in fibroblastic foci in UIP lungs that is dependent on the degree and localisation of angiogenesis within the remodelled areas [63,64]. Whereas fibroblastic foci are only sparsely inflamed lesions with a predominance of matrix-producing myofibroblasts, the remodelled interstitial areas show a predominance of
macrophages with only intermediate values of T-cells. However, the low activation scores (z-scores) for mononuclear cell migration predicted by IPA argue for a rather inactive compartment with regard to attraction of new leucocytes.

Molecularly, the most prominent difference between UIP and the other injury patterns is up-regulation of BMP7. This BMP is involved in progressive tissue remodelling as it shows a limited capability to reverse fibrosis and clear collagen deposition. Up-regulation of the secreted endopeptidases BMP1 and MMP11, as well as the membrane-based MMP14, which in turn activates MMP2, correlates well with the continuous and progressive remodelling and (sub)total loss of the original pulmonary architecture that is so characteristic for UIP pattern IPF cases [56,65–67]. The prominent expression of the key mediators for lung remodelling in the rather characteristic fibroblastic foci underlines their importance as the focus of pulmonary remodelling. This is accompanied by a slight increase in apoptosis in the interstitium of the remodelled areas. The prominent expression of TGF-β-dependent cascades via TGFβ3 together with collagens 1A2 and 3A1 and the absence of expression of TIMP1 and 2 indicate active consolidation of the fibrotic foci as the main function. In addition, it should be noted that non-remodelled areas within the same lung already present a gene expression profile indicating activation of all cellular functions analysed (Figure 4). The actual predictive value for UIP remains to be determined and will be the subject of future studies.

The use of objective data generated by molecular analysis and machine learning approaches is thought to be the next step in modern diagnostics. This is especially needed since inter-observer variability in ILD diagnostics based on histology alone is often challenging [50,51]. So far, first studies have shown their high value for the analysis of TBB in IPF to discriminate UIP from other ILD patterns, using untargeted microarray approaches [25,68]. Here, we performed a more conservative approach based on the analysis of fibrosis-related genes using a low density microarray system in micro-dissected tissue samples [40]. We identified a subset of 24 genes that is sufficient to discriminate between AFE, NSIP, OP and UIP on a molecular level with 95% confidence. Generating the sample sizes needed to build robust and accurate models can be challenging depending on the required materials and diseases. Nonetheless, we employed a rather sophisticated modelling approach with only about one third of the analysed mRNA samples being used for training purposes and about two thirds for model validation, in order to avoid over fitting. The large size of the validation set ensures that the accuracy values of our models are of high confidence. Employing the models created in this work in a step-wise decision tree allowed for identifying and discarding ambiguous predictions, thus reducing false positives and yielding a high overall accuracy of 95% for a common test set of 55 samples. Considering that smaller training sets are generally accompanied by a decrease in model accuracy, our ‘divide-and-conquer’-like approach therefore seems to be well suited for working with small sample sizes. However, ambiguous predictions (i.e. unclassifiable samples) could be considered as false-negatives. In this case our approach would possibly also reduce class-wise sensitivity.

As shown here, the molecular discrimination of ILD entities in diseased tissue is feasible and very accurate. However, in order to be relevant for diagnostic approaches, non-invasive methods for material acquisition, such as bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL), would be favourable. Notably, all of the 24 significantly regulated genes we used for the classification of ILD entities are detectable in BAL at the transcript level [69]. Also, the majority of these genes (15/24) have also been shown to be detectable at the protein level in BAL [70,71]. Therefore, the future transfer of this work’s findings to BAL appears promising. In addition, our analysis suggests that drugs such as pirfenidone and nintedanib, which act on collagens 1 and 3, are candidates for treatment of not only UIP but also OP and even AFE, since collagens 1A2 and 3A1 are dominantly overexpressed in these entities. However, their application might be of limited use in NSIP, since here collagen 1A2 is not significantly overexpressed.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that (1) molecular profiling in different forms of ILD is feasible, particularly in regard to (2) comprehensive discrimination of pulmonary injury patterns, and that (3) disease entities appear to be defined by characteristic functional profiles:

OP: prominent inflammation and minute changes to the original pulmonary architecture with mainly granulation-like tissue in the alveoli.
NSIP: discrete fibrotic remodelling and mild disturbance of the pulmonary architecture due to aberrant expression of basal membrane components.
AFE: severe fibrotic remodelling in the former alveoli and disturbance of the pulmonary architecture, likely due to fibrocyte invasion.
UIP: severe destruction of the original lung architecture, predominantly in the interstitium, with increase in sprouting angiogenesis and fibroblast proliferation.
Future studies should aim to translate our compartment-specific findings to the analysis of BAL samples, which are more easily obtainable, and assess the potential effects of novel anti-fibrotic drugs on the molecular microenvironment of different ILD entities.
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